Introduction {#s0005}
============

Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer in women (more than 230,000 women were diagnosed with breast cancer in the US last year) and second leading cause of cancer-related deaths, statistics that strongly advocate for a better understanding of the mechanisms that drive mammary carcinogenesis ([@bb0005]). Cancers including breast cancer are initiated as a result of changes that occur in the genome. Differential gene expression analysis is commonly used to reveal the deregulated molecular mechanisms of complex diseases including cancer. Gene expression profiling has classified breast cancer into intrinsic subtypes ([@bb0010], [@bb0015]). Among these is the basal-like subtype, representing ER/PR-negative with low HER2 expressing tumors are characterized as the triple negative breast cancer (TNBC). Thus, TNBC is defined by histopathologies as a subtype that lacks the expression of estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR), and HER2 amplification/overexpression ([@bb0020], [@bb0025], [@bb0030]). TNBC accounts for approximately 15% of breast cancer diagnoses, but approximately 25% of breast cancer-related deaths due to a more aggressive biology and lack of targeted therapies ([@bb0035], [@bb0040]). Gene expression data has documented the heterogeneous nature of TNBC ([@bb0045]).

Despite significant success of targeted anticancer therapies in ER + or HER2 + subtypes of breast cancers, patients with loco-regionally advanced or metastatic triple negative carcinoma have very limited therapy options, especially as chemo-resistance develops to standard chemotherapy. A lack of standardized markers that differentiate "basal-like" and TN subtypes underlines the heterogeneous nature of these cancers. Despite the unclear delineation between TN and "basal-like" they compose some of the worst prognoses in breast cancer, are associated with an undifferentiated metaplastic histology with stem cell-like characteristics and have a high incidence of metastasis ([@bb0050], [@bb0055], [@bb0060]). Besides array-based gene expression analysis, a number of studies have reported genomic alterations that occur in TNBC clinical specimens and cell lines including comparative genomic hybridization and deep genomic profiling using next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies ([@bb0065], [@bb0070], [@bb0075], [@bb0080], [@bb0085], [@bb0090], [@bb0095]). Whole-genome sequencing of a single metastatic TNBC (mTNBC) patient\'s germline, primary tumor, metastatic tumor, and xenograft has also been reported, which showed the complexity of the somatic events that arise within a given TNBC ([@bb0070]). More recently, genome-sequencing studies of large subsets of retrospectively collected TNBC have been reported, which implicate *TP53*, *PIK3CA*, *NRAS*, *EGFR*, *RB1*, and *PTEN* ([@bb0065], [@bb0100]).

To identify molecular mechanisms inherent to the TN subtype we have conducted gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) ([@bb0105]), comparing TN vs. ER + HER2 −, in seven distinct cohorts, grouping gene sets by common promoter motifs to identify transcription factors and expression patterns of interest. The gene sets that are shown to be enriched in seven distinct cohorts with a Stouffer weighted Z ([@bb0110], [@bb0115]) p-value \< .01 are used to construct a promoter motif signature for genes determined to be enriched in the maximum number of cohorts. The transcription factor for each identified enriched promoter motif as well as any chemical or genetic perturbation that lowers the expression of the promoter motif gene signature represents potential therapeutic option(s) in TN breast cancer. The workflow is outlined in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}.

Methods {#s0010}
=======

 {#s0050}

### Cohorts {#s0015}

Cohorts with representation of large N samples with immunohistochemistry (IHC) determined ER +/− and HER2 status and clinical outcome data were selected for analysis. All probe or gene expression levels were used as deposited using published normalization, and the following is a summary of each cohort. Each cohort is molecularly profiled on a wide range of platforms with different normalization methodology. GSEA is done independently for each cohort to determine statistically enriched gene sets mitigating the effects of different platforms and normalizations. The GEO deposited cohorts GSE25055 (n = 279 TN = 114/ER + 165) and GSE25065 (n = 187 TN = 64/123) were run on the U133A Affymetrix GeneChip with well-curated phenotype metadata and metastasis outcome ([@bb0120]). TCGA-BC RNA Seq V2 RSEM was downloaded from TCGA Data Portal on July 1, 2013 and represents (n = 286 TN = 58/ER + = 228) samples with IHC ER and HER2 metadata. Metabric Discovery (n = 413 TN = 69/ER + 344) and Metabric Validation (n = 236 TN = 52/ER + = 184) cohorts with frozen samples profiled on the Illumina V4 platform selecting for IHC determined ER subtype and HER2 = 1. Unpublished clinical trial cohorts, E2100 (n = 114 TN = 49/ER + = 65) ([@bb0125]) and E2197 (n = 573 TN = 191/ER + = 382) ([@bb0130]) representing FFPE samples profiled on Illumina Whole-Genome DASL with long term follow up, and IHC determined ER status and HER2 status were used in the analysis. E2197 cohort was cubic spline normalized using Illumina software. E2100 cohort was quantile normalized using Illumina software.

### Probe and gene expression mapping {#s0020}

To provide for consistent gene names each platform assigned gene accession id or UniGene id was programmatically cross referenced to the HUGO recommended gene name. Probes with an identifier that had been withdrawn were removed from the data set. The probe with the maximum expression level for each gene in each sample was used to represent the transcription gene expression level.

### Gene set enrichment analysis {#s0025}

IHC metadata for ER, PR and HER2 status was used to designate each sample TN or ER +. Samples that lacked corresponding IHC metadata were not included in the analysis. Each cohort has a range of metadata to classify a sample as TN or ER+(HER2 −). For NNN that indicates the first N = ER − status, second N = PR − status and third N = HER2 − status. An X indicates any value and in Metabric a 1 was used to indicate HER2 − status. GSEA was performed using Broad GSEA version 2.0.13 with default settings ([@bb0105], [@bb0135]) comparing TN vs ER + phenotype for enriched genes in the MSigDB gene set collection c3.tft.v4.0.symbols.gmt representing known gene sets sharing a common promoter motif.

### Determining transcription factors and promoter motif signatures of interest {#s0030}

The GSEA determined p-value for each enriched gene set from each cohort was ranked using Stouffer weighted Z ([@bb0110], [@bb0140]) and ranked by p-value with a p-value \< .01. For each statistically interesting gene set, it is expected that some number of genes will be consistently enriched in all cohorts. The enriched genes from each cohort were combined, and the genes found to be enriched in the maximum number of cohorts were used to make the promoter motif signature for each transcription factor gene set. The promoter motif signature can be used to determine chemical or genetic perturbations that down regulate the collection of enriched genes. For an enriched gene set that share a common promoter motif with a known transcription factor that transcription factor also becomes a potential therapeutic target.

### Selection of possible therapeutic drugs {#s0035}

The MSigDB contains a unique gene set c2.cgp.v4.0.symbols.gmt that represents curated data of up or down regulated genes from 3402 chemical or genetic perturbation experiments. Each promoter motif gene signature was programmatically compared with each set of down or up regulated genes in c2.cgp.v4.0.symbols.gmt. Criteria stipulating 50% of the promoter motif enriched genes\' signature was found in a chemically or genetically altered gene set then that c2.cgp.v4.0.symbols experiment indicates a mechanism to regulate the enriched genes sharing a common promoter motif. Experiments indicating the ability to down regulate the enriched genes are selected as being of interest.

For each enriched promoter motif with known transcription factor, the transcription factor was manually searched using the STITCH 4.0 database ([@bb0145]), which contains interactions between 390,000 small molecules and 3.6 million proteins from 1133 organisms. Drug interactions with the transcription factor that indicate inhibition or activation of the transcription factor are selected as being of interest.

Results {#s0040}
=======

The list of enriched gene sets sharing common promoter motifs in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} is ranked by Stouffer weighted Z p-value, which combines probabilities from independent tests with cohorts of different sizes. A high degree of overlap occurs when genes share multiple common but distinct promoter motifs for a set of transcription factors and can be seen in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. Genes that share different transcription factor promoter motifs are an example of the redundancy that allows for multiple mechanisms to drive the expression of that gene.

With the ranked list of enriched gene sets any combinations of genes could be enriched with minimal overlap between cohorts. To identify genes or promoter motif signatures each set of GSEA defined enriched genes per gene set are combined for all cohorts. Enriched genes found in the highest number of cohorts per gene set are combined and shown in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. Genes found to be enriched in all seven cohorts are strong evidence that the genes sharing common promoter motifs and the corresponding transcription factor are possible therapeutic targets.

Data mining of differential expression of mRNA in cancer cohorts and drug interaction databases can be tested in appropriate cell lines and mouse models for possible therapeutic benefit. This approach can identify drugs that are shown in published experiments and data sets to have properties as possible therapeutics in TN breast cancer. Additionally, examination of antagonists of transcription factors identified as potential drivers of enriched gene sets can increase the number of possible therapeutic targets. To identify possible therapeutic agents that can down regulate the expression of the promoter motif signatures found in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, the signatures are compared to the c2.cgp.v4.0.symbols.gmt gene sets which contain a curated list of up or down regulated genes from 3402 published array studies and is shown in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}. This approach has the advantage of determining drugs that act through direct or indirect mechanisms that can down regulate the expression of genes enriched in TN. This is particularly important for promoter motifs with unknown transcription factors or transcription factors with no known antagonists. Additionally, transcription factors that are not expected to be expressed in a normal tissue are indicated in [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"} and their expression patterns are shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}.

As a result of the data analysis, the RAS inhibitor salirasib is identified as a possible therapy as it down regulates mRNA expression for enriched genes sharing V\$E2F_01, V\$E2F_Q3 and KTGGYRSGAA_UNKNOWN promoter motifs ([@bb0150]). Listed in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, the genes that have been shown to be down regulated by salirasib have a high concordance with genes shown to be enriched in TN cohorts sharing V\$E2F_01, V\$E2F_Q3 and KTGGYRSGAA_UNKNOWN promoter motifs suggesting a regulatory effect that may have a treatment benefit for the patient. By using genes enriched in TN cohorts that have been shown to be down regulated by salirasib may be an effective biomarker strategy for selecting patients to enroll in a salirasib clinical trial. The RAS inhibitor salirasib has been shown to impact transcriptional response across five different cancer cell lines effecting E2F-regulated and NF-Y regulated genes and the transcription factor FOS which control cell proliferation, blocks apoptosis, and induction of activating transcription factor BACH2 regulated genes which participate in translation and stress response ([@bb0150]).

Additionally, The EGFR inhibitor CL-387,785 down regulates enriched genes in the V\$E2F_Q3 promoter motif signature indicating an additional therapeutic target. In non-small cell lung cancer, EGFR inhibitor- resistant gefitinib-treated and the (sensitive) CL-387,785-treated H1975 cells were compared to identify transcriptional changes with EGFR-activating mutations ([@bb0155]). Aminopeptidase inhibitor Tosedostat was shown to down regulate enriched genes containing V\$E2F_01 promoter motifs including MYC the transcription factor targeting V\$MYC_Q2, V\$MYCMAX_01 and V\$MYCMAX_02 promoter motifs. Tosedostat down regulated five of nine enriched genes in the V\$E2F_01 promoter motif signature in HL-60 cells (acute promyelocytic leukemia) ([@bb0160]) where down regulation of MYC could impact a large number of TN enriched genes. The SB216763 inhibitor of GSK3Beta treatment of RS4;11 human leukemia cell line, down regulated 474 genes at least 1.5 fold that were significantly enriched for genes related to cell cycle and MYC-regulated genes ([@bb0165]). Knockout experiments of TLX and BMP2 indicate a down regulation of V\$E2F_01, KTGGYRSGAA_UNKNOWN and V\$E2F_Q3 enriched genes implicating them as possible therapeutic targets ([@bb0170], [@bb0175]). E2F1 has minimal overall expression but does have higher expression in TN vs. ER + with a comparative p-value \< 0.0001 (Mann--Whitney test).

In [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, each transcription factor was used to identify possible activating and inactivating drugs from the STITCH 4.0 database ([@bb0145]). Surprisingly, the identified enriched promoter gene sets had a single known transcription factor versus a family of transcription factors that target the same promoter. This is encouraging given that targeting single transcription factors reduces the off target effects of treatment. To identify transcription factors that have minimal expression in normal tissue the transcription factors were submitted to the gene expression barcode 2.0-web service, which determines if a gene is expressed in many tissues using Affymetrix HGU133plus2 array data ([@bb0180]). Identification of transcription factors that are not expected to be expressed in breast tissue or have highly specific tissue expression further implicates its value as a therapeutic target where the normal tissue expression profiles are shown in [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}. Genes with expected expression in breast tissue were also found.

The enriched genes that share HIF1A (Hypoxia-inducible factor alpha subunit) with promoter motif V\$HIF1_Q5 and V\$HIF1_Q3 as the highest ranked transcription factor resulting in higher expression of genes in TN. HIF1A is expressed in many tissues and known to have mRNA and protein down regulated by mitoxantrone a TOP2 targeting drug ([@bb0185]) and rapamycin a mTOR regulator and immunosuppressant ([@bb0190]). HIF1A has higher expression in TN vs ER + with a comparative p-value \< 0.0001 (Mann--Whitney test). HNF1A targeting V\$TCF1P_Q6 promoters with a Stouffer weighted Z p-value of .004 and ZIC3 targeting V\$ZIC3_01 with Stouffer weighted Z p-value of .002 had a minimum number of enriched genes in common across all cohorts indicating lack of support for strongly enriched genes. ZIC3 is found to be expressed in cerebellum tissue with no known drug antagonist where a drug that blocks the actions of ZIC3 but does not cross the blood brain barrier should have minimal off-target effects. In [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, ZIC3 expression in TN is slightly higher than ER + with a comparative p-value = 0.015 (Mann--Whitney test) but overall expression is minimal compared to the other transcription factors. HNF1A also has overall low expression where TN samples do appear to have outliers and a comparative p-value = .018 (Mann--Whitney test).

Understanding expected normal tissue mRNA expression profiles can also be used to find novel targets without clearly defined functions or ligands. As an example, NR6A1 an orphan nuclear receptor with no known ligand where normal expression is found in germ cells of gonads and expressed in both TN and ER + samples from E2197 ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}) with no statistical difference. If the 10 TN enriched genes \[ABTB2 AMD1 BCL11A BCL11B FGF9 ITGB8 MALL NFIB NFIL3 RASAL1\] sharing the V\$GCNF_01 promoter motif are important to disease progression then NR6A1 would be an ideal therapeutic target. Hirose et al. ([@bb0195]) and Chen et al. ([@bb0200]) showed that NR6A1 mRNAs were predominant in mouse testis and were just detectable in the brain, liver, and lung. The effect of androgen manipulation to lower mRNA expression of NR6A1 was studied by Hu et al. ([@bb0205]) using Northern blot analysis. It has been suggested that gene expression in the testis and epididymis are regulated by a male steroid hormone, androgen ([@bb0210]). The expression levels of NR6A1 transcripts (2.3 and 7.4 kb) in epididymis increased gradually and reached a plateau 5--7 days after castration ([@bb0205]). A randomized clinical trial compared tamoxifen vs. tamoxifen and flouxymesterone (anabolic steroid with androgenic properties) in postmenopausal women with metastatic breast cancer where median time to progression was 199 days vs. 350 days respectively approaching statistical significance with a one sided p-value = .07 ([@bb0215]). NR6A1 over-expression could be a potential biomarker for effective treatment with androgen therapy.

Discussion {#s0045}
==========

The genetic alterations in tumor cells are dynamic in driving cellular programming and resulting in mRNA expression profiles that are important in tumor fitness. New tools and technologies for genomic or systemic level analysis, as well as conventional biochemistry (including proteomic analysis) and cell biology approaches (phenotypic studies) are revealing how signaling pathways contribute to the development of cancer, as well as tumor evolution, dormancy and therapy-resistance. Here, we show by using GSEA comparing distinct TN vs ER + HER2 − cohorts a collection of genes that are enriched in TN that share common promoter motifs associated with distinct transcription factors.

Using GSEA it is possible to determine sets of genes with common attributes or features that are enriched in a specific cancer phenotype. With the growing collection of large N cancer cohorts, this type of comparative analysis can identify potentially important genes that drive phenotype. Ideally, GSEA could be used to compare a cancer phenotype cohort with the expression profile of the normal tissue type affected by the cancer. We lack established large N normal tissue cohorts that can be used in GSEA. Using enriched gene sets when comparing common cancer phenotypes can identify common attributes that can give insight into the mechanisms that drive cancer and serve as possible therapeutic targets. The enriched gene sets that are differentially expressed are most likely driven by a common set of transcription factors or transcription factor families, which can be used to determine the drivers of the cancer phenotype.

We have identified a collection of enriched genes that share a common promoter element that indicates a possible transcription factor that is driving the differential expression between two cancer phenotypes. We can validate or prioritize a particular transcription factor as a treatment target using expression profiles from normal tissue to understand the potential for off-target effects of therapy. Transcription factors that have minimal expression in normal tissues but are found to be differentially expressed or highly expressed in a cancer phenotype make an ideal candidate for further study. Additionally, with the large collection of publicly available experiments indicating differential expression of mRNA as a result of drug treatment we can identify potential therapies that can regulate the expression of enriched genes in a particular cancer phenotype. Exploratory analysis of mRNA cancer cohorts can identify data patterns that based on biological context can then be used to mine for possible therapies that can attenuate the expression pattern associated with a cancer phenotype. In [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, we identify from published experimental data possible therapies that can regulate enriched genes that share a common promoter motif where it may not be clear how those genes are regulated. In [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, a collection of possible drugs are identified that target transcription factors that have enriched genes in TN sharing a common promoter. In [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}, we use the expression profile of the transcription factor in normal tissues to prioritize based on possible off-target effects.

The STITCH 4.0 database did not list a known E2F1 targeted therapy but we are able to discern from the chemical and genetic perturbation data sets that RAS inhibitor Salirasib, EGFR inhibitor CL-387785 and Aminopetidase inhibitor Tosedostat regulate genes with E2F1 promoters which are shown to be enriched in TN. NR6A1 is a member of the nuclear receptor superfamily of ligand-activated receptors that shares a common modular structure. These receptors play vital roles in development, cellular homeostasis, and cancer where over- or under-expression of some receptors has prognostic significance for patient survival. NR6A1 is normally expressed in germ cells of gonads making it an interesting therapeutic target in breast cancer where unexpectedly it has high expression in both TN and ER + E2197 samples.

The nuclear orphan receptors for which endogenous ligands have not been identified include nuclear receptor NR0B1 (adrenal hypoplasia congenita critical region on chromosome X gene), NR0B2 (small heterodimer partner), NR1D1/2 (Rev-ErbAα/β), NR2C1 (testicular receptor 2), NR2C2 (testicular receptor 4), NR2E1 (tailless), NR2E3 (photoreceptor-specific NR \[PNR\]), NR2F1 chicken ovalbumin upstream promoter transcription factor 1 (COUP-TFI), NR2F2 (COUP-TFII), NR2F6 (verbA-related protein), NR4A1 (Nur77), NR4A2 (Nurr1), NR4A3 (Nor1), and NR6A1 (GCNF). Results of receptor knockdown or overexpression in vivo and in cancer cell lines showed that orphan receptors exhibit tumor-specific pro-oncogenic or tumor suppressor-like activity ([@bb0220]). Nuclear receptors are expressed in multiple cancers and contribute to the cancer cell phenotype, and ligands (agonists or antagonists) for these receptors are important chemotherapeutic agents ([@bb0225], [@bb0230], [@bb0235], [@bb0240], [@bb0245], [@bb0250], [@bb0255], [@bb0265], [@bb0260]). The prognostic and functional roles of orphan receptors in cancer cells and their therapeutic implication especially in the solid tumors are not clear. A member of the family, Nur77 is highly expressed in both ER + and ER − breast tumors ([@bb0270]), and the receptor appears to be highly expressed in more differentiated, low grade tumors ([@bb0275]). The examination of publicly available array data for lung tumors showed that high expression of Nur77 mRNA predicted increased patient survival ([@bb0225]), while high levels of Nur77 protein were found prognostic for decreased patient survival in another cohort study ([@bb0280]). NR6A1 has been found to be a transcriptional repressor, through specific binding to DR0 response elements, which is found in the Oct4 proximal promoter. Interestingly, NR6A1 can interact with DNA methylation proteins and is suggested to recruit DNA methylation complexes to repress and silence Oct4 expression ([@bb0285]). Cancer stem cells play a critical role in the tumorigenesis of basal like breast tumors. Cancer stem cells are molecularly characterized based on the expression of various cell surface receptors including integrin a6 (CD49f), integrin b1 (CD29), hyaluronan receptor (CD44), and the stem cell self-renewal transcription factors NANOG, OCT4, and SOX2 ([@bb0290]). Expression screening of cancer/testis genes in prostate cancer identified NR6A1 as a novel marker of disease progression and aggressiveness ([@bb0295]). In their study, Mathieu et al. reported the identification of 98 genes detected in castration-resistant prostate cancer CRPC, hormone-sensitive prostate cancer (HSPC) and testicular samples but not in the normal controls. Among them, cellular levels of NR6A1 were found to be higher in HSPC compared to normal prostate and further increased in metastatic lesions and CRPC. It is also reported that an increased NR6A1 immunoreactivity was significantly associated with a high Gleason score, advanced pT stage and cancer cell proliferation.

Our data in line with these reports strongly indicate that NR6A1 expression warrants further investigations in breast cancer subtypes, especially in women with TNBC. The functional and prognostic studies on orphan receptors in different tumor types are limited. The role of NR6A1 in tumors is poorly understood and requires additional research. Although a wealth of integrated molecular data exists in primary breast cancer, the data available are not exhaustive. Our data provide a framework for biological validation and experimentation that should guide preclinical studies. For those pathways with therapeutic targets currently under clinical investigation, these studies can be used as a catalog of molecular lesions potentially representing biomarker(s) of future treatment option or resistance to existing treatment.

This study was coordinated by the ECOG--ACRIN Cancer Research Group (Robert L. Comis, MD and Mitchell D. Schnall, MD, PhD, Group Co-Chairs) and supported in part by Public Health Service Grants CA23318, CA66636, CA21115, CA49883, CA14958, CA39229, CA16116, CA27525, CA114737, Breast Cancer Research Foundation, National Cancer Institute, National Institutes of Health (1R21CA150166-01), US Department of Defense (W81XWH-04-1-0468) and the Department of Health and Human Services. Its contents are solely the responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official views of the National Cancer Institute. Biospecimens were provided by the ECOG Pathology Coordinating Office and Reference Laboratory.

![Each cohort consisting of TN and ER+(HER2 −) samples are run using GSEA to determine gene sets that are enriched and share a common promoter motif. The p-value from each enriched gene set is combined and ranked using Stouffer weighted Z to identify gene sets that have consistent enriched gene sets across all cohorts. The transcription factor for each ranked enriched gene set are searched in the STICH 4.0 database for chemical inhibitors or activators. Additionally, common set of genes in each gene set shown to be enriched across maximum number of cohorts are searched for known chemical and genomic perturbation gene set to identify possible inhibitors or activators.](gr1){#f0005}

![E2197 expression levels of ESR1 and NR6A1/GCNF, HNF1A, ZIC3 grouped by IHC determined TN or ER +. Expression levels of ESR1 establish an expected expression range. Box and Whisker plot with expression values outside of the 10--90 percentile indicated as black dots. ESR1 and HIF1A are shown for reference. Other genes are not expected to be expressed in normal tissue as indicated in [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}. GCNF/NR6A1 has high expression in both TN and ER + samples where expression is only expected in germ cells of gonads.](gr2){#f0010}

###### 

Results of GSEA using gene set c3.tft.v4.0.symbols.gmt in seven different TN vs ER+(HER2 −) cohorts ranked by Stouffer weighted Z score. Each cohort has a range of metadata to classify a sample as TN or ER+(HER2 −). For NNN that indicates the first N = ER − status, second N = PR − status and third N = HER2 − status. An X indicates any value and in Metabric a 1 was used to indicate HER2 − status.

                            E2100 NNN vs PXN   E2197 NNN vs PXN   GSE25055 NNN vs PXN   GSE25065 NNN vs PXN   Metabric discovery Nn1 vs PX1   Metabric validation Nn1 vs PX1   TCGA BRCA NNN vs PXN   Stouffer weighted Z
  ------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ --------------------- --------------------- ------------------------------- -------------------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------
  V\$HIF1_Q5                0.428              0.002              0.002                 0.103                 0.006                           0.041                            0.003                  4.98E − 09
  V\$HIF1_Q3                0.536              0.000              0.000                 0.021                 0.022                           0.067                            0.011                  1.08E − 08
  KTGGYRSGAA_UNKNOWN        0.810              0.000              0.024                 0.031                 0.034                           0.008                            0.030                  1.86E − 07
  V\$E2F1_Q6                0.777              0.000              0.000                 0.008                 0.111                           0.043                            0.040                  2.16E − 07
  V\$GNCF_01                0.000              0.000              0.016                 0.124                 0.020                           0.047                            0.338                  4.34E − 07
  V\$HMGIY_Q6               0.006              0.010              0.028                 0.051                 0.057                           0.028                            0.029                  9.29E − 07
  MCAATNNNNNGCG_UNKNOWN     0.543              0.004              0.164                 0.092                 0.039                           0.125                            0.000                  3.40E − 06
  V\$E2F_01                 0.556              0.000              0.036                 0.030                 0.175                           0.056                            0.023                  3.78E − 06
  TTCNRGNNNNTTC_V\$HSF_Q6   0.175              0.008              0.022                 0.004                 0.070                           0.089                            0.085                  4.11E − 06
  CTGRYYYNATT_UNKNOWN       0.008              0.056              0.055                 0.061                 0.024                           0.066                            0.032                  1.02E − 05
  V\$MYCMAX_02              0.620              0.000              0.020                 0.288                 0.176                           0.111                            0.036                  2.37E − 05
  V\$MYC_Q2                 0.402              0.014              0.004                 0.099                 0.116                           0.175                            0.052                  3.61E − 05
  V\$TAXCREB_02             0.570              0.032              0.037                 0.160                 0.047                           0.032                            0.051                  5.53E − 05
  CATTGTYY_V\$SOX9_B1       0.281              0.030              0.080                 0.017                 0.045                           0.084                            0.118                  6.33E − 05
  V\$E2F_Q3                 0.606              0.002              0.029                 0.059                 0.249                           0.167                            0.071                  7.11E − 05
  V\$AP1_Q4                 0.428              0.008              0.185                 0.471                 0.052                           0.018                            0.063                  9.65E − 05
  MYAATNNNNNNNGGC_UNKNOWN   0.265              0.021              0.106                 0.131                 0.079                           0.100                            0.121                  2.59E − 04
  V\$NFY_Q6                 0.800              0.010              0.029                 0.157                 0.091                           0.133                            0.168                  2.71E − 04
  V\$AP1_01                 0.333              0.019              0.113                 0.358                 0.056                           0.057                            0.180                  3.90E − 04
  V\$USF_C                  0.756              0.008              0.152                 0.252                 0.275                           0.095                            0.014                  5.34E − 04
  CCAWYNNGAAR_UNKNOWN       0.713              0.028              0.048                 0.189                 0.454                           0.119                            0.003                  6.90E − 04
  V\$NFKAPPAB_01            0.054              0.022              0.529                 0.634                 0.017                           0.050                            0.164                  7.14E − 04
  TGASTMAGC_V\$NFE2_01      0.702              0.055              0.061                 0.151                 0.052                           0.028                            0.318                  7.44E − 04
  V\$MYCMAX_01              0.823              0.015              0.187                 0.413                 0.246                           0.069                            0.008                  8.60E − 04
  TTGCWCAAY_V\$CEBPB_02     0.420              0.010              0.097                 0.181                 0.120                           0.293                            0.180                  8.64E − 04
  V\$TCF11MAFG_01           0.586              0.138              0.053                 0.054                 0.066                           0.050                            0.179                  9.81E − 04
  V\$BACH2_01               0.230              0.035              0.173                 0.243                 0.097                           0.164                            0.120                  0.001
  V\$ZIC3_01                0.050              0.079              0.080                 0.325                 0.096                           0.237                            0.157                  0.002
  RAAGNYNNCTTY_UNKNOWN      0.657              0.088              0.067                 0.205                 0.082                           0.090                            0.326                  0.004
  V\$TCF1P_Q6               0.148              0.042              0.067                 0.332                 0.228                           0.305                            0.169                  0.004
  V\$AP1FJ_Q2               0.202              0.065              0.256                 0.385                 0.158                           0.148                            0.132                  0.006
  V\$AP1_Q2                 0.253              0.146              0.116                 0.376                 0.158                           0.141                            0.088                  0.006

###### 

Promoter motif gene signatures that are enriched in the most cohorts indicating that genes are consistently enriched when comparing TN vs ER+(HER2 −) expression.

  Gene Set                  \#Genes   \#Cohorts   Genes Enriched in the Most Cohorts
  ------------------------- --------- ----------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  CATTGTYY_V\$SOX9_B1       21        7           \[ANKRD11 BCL11A CDK8 CLIC4 EHBP1 FEN1 FGF9 ILF2 MID1 NASP NDRG2 NXN RBMS1 S100A1 SEPHS1 SFRP1 SLC6A9 TLE1 TRIM2 VLDLR YEATS2\]
  V\$HIF1_Q3                18        7           \[ATP1B3 BCL11A CA9 E2F3 EN1 ENO1 EPHB3 GPM6B IGF2BP3 KIAA0664 KLF11 LRP8 NFIL3 NPR3 ST6GAL1 VEGFA YBX1 YEATS2\]
  V\$HMGIY_Q6               16        7           \[ANKRD11 ATP1B3 BCL11A CXCL10 DLL3 DONSON EN1 FAM98A LMO4 MIA NDRG2 NMU PPP2R3A PTPN22 ST8SIA1 TFAP2C\]
  V\$HIF1_Q5                13        7           \[BCL11A CA9 E2F3 EN1 EPHB3 GPM6B IGF2BP3 KLF11 LRP8 NT5DC2 PIM1 VEGFA YBX1\]
  V\$MYC_Q2                 10        7           \[CSDA FOSL1 FXYD6 IL15RA IVNS1ABP LRP8 PABPC4 REXO2 TAGLN2 YBX1\]
  TTCNRGNNNNTTC_V\$HSF_Q6   8         7           \[CRYAB E2F3 H2AFY2 LRP8 SLC15A2 TBPL1 TFCP2L1 VEGFA\]
  MYAATNNNNNNNGGC_UNKNOWN   7         7           \[AMD1 BBOX1 CDC20 KRT9 PTK7 TLE1 TLE4\]
  TTGCWCAAY_V\$CEBPB_02     7         7           \[CEBPB CLDN10 KRT23 SOX10 SPIB SRPK1 SYNCRIP\]
  CTGRYYYNATT_UNKNOWN       6         7           \[CDC42EP1 COL9A1 CRYAB DKK1 SMOX SOX10\]
  V\$E2F1_Q6                36        6           \[ARHGAP11A ATAD5 CDC25A CDK1 DMD DNMT1 E2F3 EFNA5 EHBP1 EPHB1 EZH2 FANCG FBXO5 GAPDH GINS3 GMNN GPRC5B H2AFZ KLF5 MCM3 MCM4 MCM6 MCM7 MYC NASP NCL NUP62 PIM1 POLD1 PRPS2 RANBP1 RBL1 RRM2 SYNCRIP TYRO3 WDR62\]
  V\$E2F_Q3                 28        6           \[ARHGAP11A CDC25A CDC45 CDK1 DMD DNMT1 DPYSL2 E2F3 EPHB1 EZH2 FBXO5 GMNN KIF15 KLF5 MCM3 MCM4 MCM6 MCM7 NASP NPR3 NUP153 PIM1 PLK4 POLA2 RANBP1 TCP1 TIPIN USP1\]
  V\$NFY_Q6                 18        6           \[ACTL6A BUB1 CDK1 CENPF CKS2 GART LRP8 MYO1E NEK2 PNOC PRR11 PTCH1 SFRP1 TLE4 TOP2A TTK UGP2 ZBTB5\]
  KTGGYRSGAA_UNKNOWN        12        6           \[EZH2 MCM3 MCM6 MCM7 MYC PIM1 POLD1 RANBP1 RFC4 SYNCRIP TUBA4A YARS\]
  V\$GNCF_01                10        6           \[ABTB2 AMD1 BCL11A BCL11B FGF9 ITGB8 MALL NFIB NFIL3 RASAL1\]
  V\$E2F_01                 9         6           \[AMD1 DNMT1 E2F3 MCM3 MCM4 MYC NASP RANBP1 SMC4\]
  MCAATNNNNNGCG_UNKNOWN     8         6           \[AMD1 CDCA3 EPHB1 PIGA PPP2R5D SH3BGRL3 SUV39H1 ZFAND5\]
  V\$TAXCREB_02             2         6           \[BCL11A CRLF1\]
  V\$NFKAPPAB_01            26        5           \[CBX2 CCL5 CD40 CD70 CD83 CDK6 CXCL10 CXCL11 CXCL16 IL27RA ITGB4 LIX1L LTA MSN NFKB2 NFKBIB ORAI1 RBMS1 RELB SMOC1 SOX10 TNFRSF9 TRIM47 UBD WNT10A ZBTB5\]
  V\$AP1_Q4                 25        5           \[ASS1 CA9 COL27A1 CORO1C EDN1 EPHA2 FGF11 GJB3 GPR3 IRAK1 KCNN4 KIAA0664 LAMB3 LAMC2 MAP2 MMP7 PIM2 REXO2 SLC4A11 STK40 TAGLN2 UBE2C UCHL3 USP13 XIRP1\]
  V\$MYCMAX_01              22        5           \[ATAD3A CSK EIF2C2 ESRRA GCSH GPM6B HMGA1 IVNS1ABP KCNN4 KIAA0664 LRP8 ODC1 PABPC1 PPRC1 PRDX4 RANBP1 REXO2 SLC6A15 SYNCRIP TIMM8A TUBA4A YEATS2\]
  V\$AP1_01                 20        5           \[AQP5 CA9 CALB2 DMD ENO1 EPHA2 FGF9 FOSL1 GSTP1 IRAK1 LY6D MAP2 MMP7 PIM1 REXO2 S100A2 SERPINB5 TAGLN2 TINAGL1 TUBA4A\]
  V\$TCF11MAFG_01           18        5           \[CDC45 DYNC1I1 E2F3 ENO1 FGF9 FOSL1 IRX4 JOSD1 LMO4 NUDT11 PLS3 PPARGC1A PTCH1 REXO2 SEL1L3 SERPINB5 SOBP UCHL1\]
  TGASTMAGC_V\$NFE2_01      12        5           \[ANGPTL4 ASS1 CA9 CALB2 E2F3 FOSL1 GSTP1 MYO10 PLS3 S100A2 SERPINB5 TINAGL1\]
  CCAWYNNGAAR_UNKNOWN       10        5           \[AKR1B1 ARL4C CDC45 CKS1B DMD FAM49A RBMS1 TBX19 UQCRH YBX1\]
  V\$MYCMAX_02              18        4           \[CALB2 DZIP1 EN1 FBL FRMD4A HDGF HIF1A IVNS1ABP KIAA0664 NOTCH1 PABPC4 PPRC1 PTCH1 PTK7 SOX10 SYNCRIP TNFRSF21 TYRO3\]
  V\$USF_C                  12        4           \[ASS1 BATF3 EIF2C2 ETV4 FBL IVNS1ABP LRP8 PABPC4 SLC6A15 ST6GAL1 TNFRSF21 YBX1\]

###### 

Promoter motif signatures from [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} compared to chemical and genetic perturbation gene sets in c2.cgp.v4.0.symbols.gmt. The identified chemical or genetic perturbation is shown experimentally to down regulate the enriched genes in the Genes found column.

  Chemical or genetic perturbations                CGP gene set                                  Genes found
  ------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Ras inhibitor Salirasib                          BLUM_RESPONSE_TO_SALIRASIB_DN                 **V\$E2F_01** = \[DNMT1 MCM3 NASP RANBP1 SMC4\] V**\$E2F_Q3** = \[CDC25A CDC45 CDK1 DNMT1 EZH2 FBXO5 GMNN KIF15 MCM3 MCM6 NASP PLK4 POLA2 RANBP1 USP1\] **KTGGYRSGAA_UNKNOWN** = \[EZH2 MCM3 MCM6 POLD1 RANBP1 RFC4 SYNCRIP\]
  EGFR inhibitor CL-387785                         KOBAYASHI_EGFR_SIGNALING_24HR_DN              **V\$E2F_Q3** = \[CDC25A CDC45 CDK1 EZH2 GMNN KIF15 MCM3 MCM4 MCM6 MCM7 PLK4 POLA2 RANBP1 TIPIN USP1\]
  Aminopeptidase inhibitor Tosedostat (CHR-2797)   KRIGE_RESPONSE_TO_TOSEDOSTAT_24HR_DN          **V\$E2F_01** = \[AMD1 MYC NASP RANBP1 SMC4\]
  SB216763 inhibitor of GSK3B                      WANG_RESPONSE_TO_GSK3_INHIBITOR_SB216763_DN   **V\$E2F_01** = \[MCM3 MCM4 MYC NASP RANBP1\] **KTGGYRSGAA_UNKNOWN** = \[MCM3 MCM6 MCM7 MYC PIM1 RANBP1 TUBA4A\]
  Knockout TLX                                     ZHANG_TLX_TARGETS_60HR_DN                     **V\$E2F_01** = \[AMD1 DNMT1 MCM3 MCM4 NASP SMC4\] **KTGGYRSGAA_UNKNOWN** = \[EZH2 MCM3 MCM6 MCM7 POLD1 RFC4 SYNCRIP\]
  Knockout BMP2                                    LEE_BMP2_TARGETS_DN                           **V\$E2F_Q3** = \[CDC25A CDC45 DNMT1 E2F3 EZH2 GMNN KLF5 MCM3 MCM4 MCM6 MCM7 NASP NUP153 PLK4 RANBP1 TIPIN USP1\] **V\$E2F_01** = \[AMD1 DNMT1 E2F3 MCM3 MCM4 NASP RANBP1\]

###### 

Transcription factors that target the identified enriched gene sets and drugs associated with inhibition and activation determined by STITCH 4.0.

  Transcription factor   STITCH 4.0 drug inhibition    STITCH 4.0 activation                             Gene set
  ---------------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------
  HIF1A                  Rapamycin                     Oxygen, deferoxamine                              \[V\$HIF1_Q3, V\$HIF1_Q5\]
  E2F1                                                 CD437, camptothecin                               V\$E2F1_Q6
  NR6A1 GCNF             Androgen                      DR-0, retinoic acid                               V\$GNCF_01
  HMGA1                  Mevalonate                                                                      V\$HMGIY_Q6
  MYC                                                  Estrogen                                          \[V\$MYCMAX_02, V\$MYCMAX_01\]
  JUN                    TAM67                         Adenosine triphosphate, rapamycin, troglitazone   \[V\$AP1_Q4,V\$AP1_01,V\$AP1FJ_Q2, V\$AP1_Q2\]
  SOX9                   Retinoic acid                 Dexamethasone, androgen, DMOG                     CATTGTYY_V\$SOX9_B1
  NFKB/NFKB1             15d-PGJ2, curcumin, aspirin   Adenosine triphosphate, aspirin                   V\$NFKAPPAB_01
  NFE2                                                 Vanadate                                          TGASTMAGC_V\$NFE2_01
  BACH2                                                                                                  V\$BACH2_01
  CEBPB                  Retinoic acid                 Retinoic acid                                     TTGCWCAAY_V\$CEBPB_02
  NFE2L1                                               Sodium arsenite                                   V\$TCF11MAFG_01
  TCF1/HNF1A                                                                                             V\$TCF1P_Q6
  ZIC3                                                                                                   V\$ZIC3_01
  STAT1                                                Retinoic acid, V205                               V\$ISRE_01

###### 

Determination of transcription factors are expressed in many tissues using Gene Expression Barcode 2.0 ([@bb0180]). Rows that are bold indicate transcription factors that are not normally expressed in breast tissue.

  Gene        Genbank                                      Proportion   Entropy     High entropy   Tissues
  ----------- -------------------------------------------- ------------ ----------- -------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  HIF1A       [NM_001530](ncbi-n:NM_001530){#ir0170}       0.916        0.289       Yes            Many
  **E2F1**    [**M96577**](ncbi-n:M96577){#ir0175}         **0**        **0**       **No**         **None**
  **E2F1**    [**NM_005225**](ncbi-n:NM_005225){#ir0180}   **0**        **0**       **No**         **None**
  **GCNF**    [**NM_001489**](ncbi-n:NM_001489){#ir0185}   **0**        **0.011**   **No**         **None**
  **GCNF**    [**X99975**](ncbi-n:X99975){#ir0190}         **0**        **0**       **No**         **None**
  **GCNF**    [**U80802**](ncbi-n:U80802){#ir0195}         **0**        **0.011**   **No**         **None**
  **GCNF**    [**AF004291**](ncbi-n:AF004291){#ir0200}     **0.008**    **0.015**   **No**         **Testes**
  **GCNF**    [**N30069**](ncbi-n:N30069){#ir0205}         **0**        **0.004**   **No**         **None**
  **GCNF**    [**AA176289**](ncbi-n:AA176289){#ir0210}     **0**        **0.004**   **No**         **None**
  **GCNF**    [**AW237089**](ncbi-n:AW237089){#ir0215}     **0**        **0.012**   **No**         **None**
  HMGA1       [NM_002131](ncbi-n:NM_002131){#ir0220}       0.534        0.349       Yes            Many
  HMGA1       [AF176039](ncbi-n:AF176039){#ir0225}         0            0.01        No             None
  MYC         [NM_002467](ncbi-n:NM_002467){#ir0230}       0.649        0.24        Yes            Many
  MYC         [BF514781](ncbi-n:BF514781){#ir0235}         0            0.005       No             None
  JUN         [BG491844](ncbi-n:BG491844){#ir0240}         0.947        0.087       No             Many
  JUN         [BC002646](ncbi-n:BC002646){#ir0245}         0.16         0.251       Yes            Adipose_tissue breast breast_stroma breast_stroma:tumor bronchus cd31 + \_cells cd49a + \_cells cervix dorsal_root_ganglia endometrium lung myometrium ovary prostate_gland skeletal_muscle stomach_cardiac thyroid trachea trigeminal_ganglia urethra vagina
  JUN         [NM_002228](ncbi-n:NM_002228){#ir0250}       0.634        0.39        Yes            Many
  JUN         [BE327172](ncbi-n:BE327172){#ir0255}         0.092        0.178       No             Breast_stroma breast_stroma:tumor bronchus cd49a + \_cells fallopian_tube_epithelium head_and_neck_squamous_cell_carcinoma:tumor lung ovary parotid_gland thyroid trachea trigeminal_ganglia
  SOX9        [AI382146](ncbi-n:AI382146){#ir0260}         0.695        0.222       Yes            Many
  SOX9        [NM_000346](ncbi-n:NM_000346){#ir0265}       0.679        0.293       Yes            Many
  NFKB1       [M55643](ncbi-n:M55643){#ir0270}             0.374        0.216       Yes            Many
  NFE2        [L13974](ncbi-n:L13974){#ir0275}             0.084        0.06        No             Blood bone_marrow cd14 + \_cells lymphocytes macaca_mulatta_blood monocyte-derived_dendritic_cells monocyte neutrophils pbmc platelets stratagene_reference_rna
  BACH2       [NM_021813](ncbi-n:NM_021813){#ir0280}       0.076        0.121       No             Blood cd3 + \_t_cells cd49a + \_cells cd4 + \_cells jurkat_cells lymphocytes macaca_mulatta_blood pbmc platelets tonsil
  BACH2       [AW450901](ncbi-n:AW450901){#ir0285}         0            0.053       No             None
  CEBPB       [AL564683](ncbi-n:AL564683){#ir0290}         0.977        0.162       No             Many
  NFE2L1      [AI361227](ncbi-n:AI361227){#ir0295}         0.947        0.073       No             Many
  NFE2L1      [NM_003204](ncbi-n:NM_003204){#ir0300}       0.977        0.033       No             Many
  NFE2L1      [H93013](ncbi-n:H93013){#ir0305}             0.924        0.093       No             Many
  **HNF1A**   [**M57732**](ncbi-n:M57732){#ir0310}         **0**        **0**       **No**         **None**
  **HNF1A**   [**X71347**](ncbi-n:X71347){#ir0315}         **0**        **0.024**   **No**         **None**
  ZIC3        [NM_003413](ncbi-n:NM_003413){#ir0320}       0.008        0.006       No             Cerebellum
  STAT1       [NM_007315](ncbi-n:NM_007315){#ir0325}       0.916        0.333       Yes            Many
  STAT1       [BC002704](ncbi-n:BC002704){#ir0330}         0.336        0.305       Yes            Many
